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Lucky for us over here at Lifestyle Brilliance, we gotten the chance to meet another aspiring female DJ. This time we
were able to touch base with Ms. Kristina Sky, one of the most wonderful and truly talented from around the way.
From being on prestigious record labels, to performing at some of the largest events (Electric Daisy Carnival, EDC
2012 Las Vegas), and sharing the stage with world class DJ’s like Marcus Schulz, check out our little interview and
see what she has to say!
LSB: Great to have gotten the chance to meet you at EFT 2012, we loved your set and your humble personality! You
are awesome! So here is a very quick questionnaire for you, as we don’t want to take too much out of your time!
======================================
Kristina: Thank you! It was an awesome time in Tulare and I loved the vibe
LSB: First of all, lets introduce you to the world, who exactly is Kristina Sky and what does she do?

Click here to purchase tickets now
======================================

Kristina: www.kristinasky.com/media/bio/
LSB: I believe that passion, dedication, and a “fearless” personality are some driving factors to success. Can you
relate to that, and share with us some personal experiences?
Kristina: Yes, that is very true. In this business, you just have to plough forward and not get hung up on small
setbacks or defeats. If you can’t handle the gauntlet, it’s hard to make it as a DJ/producer in today’s EDM world. You
have to focus on what you love about it and let that outshine any of the negatives, because believe it or not, it’s not
all hearts and glitter behind the scenes
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It’s hard work so without dedication, it’s pretty much impossible.

LSB: Tell us about your experience working with Armin Van Buuren’s Armada and Ultra Music.

The Lea Luna Takeover!
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Kristina: I’m happy and proud to have released music on two of my longtime favorite labels. I collected their vinyls
for ages before my own stuff got signed there. Never in a million years did I plan for it to happen, but so cool it did
I really respect all that those labels have done for dance music, churning out quality releases over the years and
taking big risks. They helped pave the way for where EDM is today!
LSB: While getting the chance to travel around, would you say the EDM crowds all over world are the same and
unified under that one genre? In other terms, do you believe that there is that universal love with the EDM genre?”
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Kristina: Yes, it truly is a universal language. It’s really cool to see & be a part of. I can be in a different country and

B95’s John Magic’s 10-Year

not speak the language, but while the music is playing, we’re all on the same page. Awesome.

Anniversary Party! Hosted by
comedian Jo Koy!

LSB: What should we be expecting from you in the near future?

September 17, 2012

Kristina: More productions in 2013 than ever before and lots of great gigs, hopefully including my return to Tulare
sometime real soon!
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LSB: I noticed you like hats; I don’t believe I’ve ever seen you without one! ^__^

September 21, 2012

Kristina: I do! I wear one when I play to keep my long hair out of the headphones and it ended up becoming a kind
of trademark.

In the Fields of Prey

LSB: Any last words, shout outs, or anything else that you might like to add on?

March 29, 2012

Kristina: Thanks for reading and I hope to see you on a dance floor soon! Stop by my social networks and pick up
some downloads and say hello

DJ Lady Kate – Queen of
Clubs

For more information about Kristina Sky and to stay connected, check

May 3, 2012

out the following sites!
LISTEN: http://www.soundcloud.com/kristinasky

LMFAO has gone separate

LIKE: http://www.facebook.com/kristinaskyofficial

ways!!!

FOLLOW: http://www.twitter.com/kristinasky

September 21, 2012

VOTE: http://www.thedjlist.com/djs/KRISTINA_SKY
BROWSE: http://www.kristinasky.com
click on the arrow for more photos

We LOVE our fans!
If you would like to share your LSB Fansign pics,
please post them on our Facebook page!
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